NOTES

Funding plans to benefit Medical Aid to Indio Indians featuring 
Dr. John D. McMillan, at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Agnes Irwin Junior College. For further information, call 363-3845.

The MIT Automobile Club will have a meeting Tuesday, February 6, at 8 p.m. in the West Lounge of the Student Center. We will have slides of the E5 and Canadian Grand Prix, possibly a discussion by Daniel Arenson, a top driver in an Italian Auto, further information about the pro driving schools, and a report on our sponsorship activities.

Work has started on the organizing of R&D Week for next year. If you have any modifications, new ideas, or an interest in helping out—please have your name at the FAC Office, room 5-105.

The Student Center Committee presents the preview of the Multiple Movie Series. This week's movie will be "The Little Shop of Horrors" starring at midnight, Friday, February 9, in the 5th floor Performance Center. Admission free!!!

The American Legion will be holding a drive for the American Legion Post 250 Auxiliary Scholarship Fund, during the lunch periods 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in a designated area in the Student Center. These funds will be given to local high school students, to help them in their educational pursuits. Donations will be accepted in cash or personal checks.

The Littlest Bowmar Brain

One of the courses to be offered would deal with the repair of medical equipment which would concentrate on the various types of instruments used in medicine and how they work. "The object of this is to train the technician in new technological information," Wedlock said. Under this program, the Lowell Institute School would serve as a "graduate school" for people in industry with associate degrees, or the equivalent.

Wedlock cited potential long-range expansion into non-technical fields; for example, a course on building supervision and maintenance, which would be given by physical plant personnel. However, he does not envision any daytime program. "We will be continuing the concept of the original two-year program," said Wedlock. "We want to offer courses at the technician level that are not available at other places."

Wedlock has had previous contact with the Lowell Institute School, teaching classes for the school while a graduate student and then while a professor of Electrical Engineering at MIT. He has also spent time doing research for private industry.

Since taking over the duties of his office December 1, Wedlock has been very satisfied with the opportunity which the leadership of the Lowell Institute School presents. Initial discussions with industry personnel have led him to believe that the School will be well enrolled.

"I have been very encouraged," Wedlock said. "I will be very disappointed if the phones are not ringing!"

The Problem Pregnancy

ABORTION

that is safe, legal &

inexpensive

can be set up on an

outpatient basis by calling

The Problem Pregnancy

Educational Service

(215) 722-5360

24 hours - 7 days for medical aid.

pro for professional, confidential and caring help.

FIVE FUNCTION, 8-DIGIT

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

with new percent key function

and exclusive Omni-Constant (R)

so much...so small...for so little

Under adapter/charger.

push & instructions

The Bowmar MX50 is a compact, pocket-size calculator designed to please just about everyone— from students and professionals to gentlemen and homemakers. It is not only add, subtract, divide and multiply, but has a percentage key which automatically and quickly figures mark-ups and discounts; a cumulative constant key operable in all five functions; a full floating decimal easy-to-read 8-digit display. Size: 2½" x 3" x 1 ½".

Other Bowmar models available.